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Management offers
By JILL THOMPSON
M ontana Kalm ln Reporter

Announcing what he called "an
insult, but also a fact," Ron Perrin,
captain of the University Teachers
Union bargaining team, told a
union meeting yesterday that the
management team's offer for pay
raises was $100 for every faculty
member.
Perrin, reporting to about 65
persons on the progress of the
collective bargaining sessions,
said his team was told that that was
all there was money for.
This amounts to a 2.4 percent in
crease, Perrin said. He added that
the same bill passed by the 1977
Montana Legislature which man
dated the 19-to-1 student-faculty
ratio "guideline" also made

provisions for a 4.8 percent pay in
crease.
"The money isn't there any
more," he said. "There is only
money for a 2.4 percent increase."
That figure includes some
money for promotions and
markets as well, Perrin said.
Market considerations, he
explained, have to do with money
kept aside "in the event a professor
finds that he is worth more money
somewhere else." The professor
can go to the administration and
say he has been offered a job
elsewhere, Perrin sdid, and the
administration can use this money
to try to match the offer.
“I take it that the $100 includes a
cost-of-living
increase"
one
faculty member asked wryly.
Perrin said the bargaining team,

$100 pay raise

the UTU executive committee and
the bargaining council of the UTU
are planning to find out "if and
where there are other monies" at
the University of Montana that can
be used for faculty pay raises.
He said that any money from a
possible enrollment increase
would go to the Board of Regents
and not necessarily to the
university. But, he added, it could
be bargained for.
“We are bargaining on what they
have to give," Perrin said. “ It’s a
finite amount; we just don't know
the numbers."
Tentative agreements'
Perrin listed 10 “tentative
agreements" that have been made
between the bargaining teams. He
said these parts, or “articles,” of

the contract await only ratification
by the faculty and the Board of
Regents. The teams will “not go
back and renegotiate them," he
said.
The articles of the contract
agreed upon are recognition,
academic governance, unit stan
dards, evaluation procedures,
salary increments, rank and ap
pointments, personnel files,
student rights, academic freedom
and responsibility and
un
compensated leave.
Perrin said the teams hope to
have a contract ready for
ratification by February.
"We have dealt with close to onehalf of the issues we have to deal
with,” he said.
"The process is going pretty
well," he added. “ It has not bogged
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auxiliary funds) be used to support
M ontana Kalm ln Reporter
the operating costs of the
The Montana University System university system."
will have an estimated balance of
The funds and the commitments
$8.3 million in building fees and against them must be studied
auxiliary accounts by 1981, ac further, he said, before any
cording to a report to the Interim recommendations will be made,
Legislative Finance Committee.
but a recommendation will be
Judy Rippingale, assistant to ready for the 1979 Legislature.
John LaFaver, legislative fiscal
Putting building fees into the
analyst, presented the report to the general budget would be “disas
committee on Sept. 23. The report trous” and equivalent to a raise in
also states that currently the six tuition, Martin Richards, assistant
units have a reserve of $3.4 million professor of accounting and
in these areas.
finance and a member of the Cam
“Campuses had been largely pus Building Fee Committee, said
successful in convin cing
yesterday.
legislators that other substantial
“If the Legislature takes it away,
fiscal operations were only in it's going to come out of students’
cidental to running the schools pockets," he added.
and were not relevant to determin
ing needed state support," Rip
pingale stated in the report.
The report recommends that the
1979 Legislature study these funds
to see if they should be used to
determine the university system
allocatipn.
Most of the money Rippingale
studied comes from building fees,
which each student pays every
quarter.
At the University of Montana, a
full-time resident student pays $20
a quarter in building fees. About 20
percent of the fee a student pays to
live on campus also goes to pay for
building bonds.
In an interview yesterday,
LaFaver said, "The next question
is: Should they (building fees and

• Cont. on p. 8.

Wondering what all the
“We boycott Community
Hospital” signs around Missoula mean? Read about the
LPN strike in the Montana
Review, page 9.
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$8.3 m illion extra estim ated in
two university system accounts
By TOM HARVEY

Articles being bargained
Perrin said the contract articles
the teams are now actively working
on are grievance, dean and
chairperson evaluation, non-dis
crimination, faculty rights and
union rights. He said there have
been "discussions" on salary,
tenure and fringe benefits.
Perrin said the areas of tenure
and layoffs entail “very, very hard
bargaining" and added that they
are even harder to' bargain about
than the financial package.
He said, however, that the finan
cial package is "not being held un
til last." The teams, he said, are
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down and I don't anticipate that it
will bog down."

Richards also said control of the
funds should remain on campus
because "things come up that
need timely action."
For example, he said, the
university just bought a house at
616 Eddy St., but "if we'd had to go
to the Legislature, it would have
taken years."
Charles Thorne, a supervisor in
the controller’s office, said the
figures for UM in the report are ac
curate, but that some of the tables
are “ misleading.”
The figures do not show the in
clusion of expenses for future pro
jects or other commitments that
will be made against the funds, he
said.
• Cont. on p. 8.

N uclear ‘m isinform ation’
assailed by steelw orker
By SCOTT GRIFFIN
M ontana Kalm ln Reporter

American workers have been
subjected to 32 years of
“ m is in fo rm a tio n and no n
inform ation” concerning the
dangers and costs of nuclear
power, a representative from a
midwestern local of the United
S te e lw o rk e rs U n io n sa id
yesterday.
Joe Timmons, a member of the
environmental committee of East
Chicago Local 1010, said in an in
terview yesterday, that from the
time of the creation of the
Atomic Energy Commission (now
the Nuclear Regulatory Commis
sion) in 1946 to the recent
e n a ctm e n t o f g o vernm ent
disclosure laws, the government
has disseminated "lies.”
Even now, the NRC withholds

“the full truth until forced by
people who ask the right
questions," Timmons said.
The “full truth,” according to
Timmons, is that nuclear power
plants are a drain on the economy,
are capital-intensive (largely
mechanized), and present known,
p o te n tia l and fo re se e a b le
dangers.
In comparing the economic
advantages of nuclear power to
those of the so-called "soft
technologies” (renewable energy
sources such as solar and wind
power, as well as conservation),
Timmons cited a report issued in
April of this year by the Committee
of Government Operations of the
U.S. House of Representatives.
The report found that dollar-fordollar, a renewable-energy policy
combined with a concerted
conservation effort would produce
three times as many jobs as
nuclear-power plant construction,
while not relying on the world's
limited supplies of uranium.
The jobs would come in the
areas of copper, aluminum, and
glass production, as well as the
construction trades.
Timmons said the ever-present
possibilities of human or me
chanical error in nuclear plants
endanger both the workers at the
site and the s u rro u n d in g
community.
“People don't realize there is a
problem until it's (a power plant) in
their back yard. Utilities or the
government won't take the risks
(of insuring against a nuclear
accident). They expect us to take
all the risks."

/------------- \

Correction

Last chance

A story in yesterday's
paper incorrectly identified
Ray Chapman as the director
of University Center Food
Services. He is the director of
the UC. Steve Barclay is
director of UC Food Ser
vices.

Today is the last day to
register for the November
election. People wishing to
register may do so at the
ASUM office in the Universi
ty Center or at the election
department in the Missoula
County Courthouse.

v___________ J

A PICKET'S ENCAMPMENT at Community Hospital. See story on page 9. (Staff photo by Debbie
McKinney.)

Dubious distinctions, a spectre and winter
"Esau was a traitor to himself. Judas
Iscariot was a traitor to God. Benedict
Arnold was a traitor to his country.
A strikebreaker is a traitor to himself, a
traitor to his God, a traitor to his coun
try, a traitor to his family and a traitor to
his class.
There is nothing lower than a SCAB."
—attributed to Jack London
It came as no surprise. In fact, it was
probably appropriate as hell that this
state’s first firemen’s strike should
happen in Butte. Montana's blue-collar
bastion not only has a torrid history of
labor struggle but also retains the
dubious distinction of being an Ohio
Blue Tip Paradise — the arsonist’s
playground.
The time was right, the dis
satisfaction rife. On Sept. 17, after a
summer of match-happy arson in the
city’s older district, the firemen struck.
Silver Bow County’s fledgling con
solidated government had its back to
the wall and its face to the fumes —

metro sewer workers, county em
ployees and The Heat all refused to
cross picket lines. An injunction order
ing all sectors back to work was
ignored. Even the Anaconda Company
strikes of old, which are legend, could
not compare with the paralysis.
Much transpired during the 11-day
strike. The county’s chief executive
fled town after violent intimidation. The
sheriff and county attorney resigned,
frustrated at their inability to enforce
the injunction. But the most
noteworthy event occurred at the
bargaining table. The firemen, after
settling their salary dispute, acted on a
precedent set several weeks before in
the Nashville, Tenn. firemen’s strike.
The firefighters bargained for and got
amnesty at the negotiation table for
their refusal to comply with the in
junction.
A spectre looms — the bargaining
table as judge, jury and courtroom.
"I'm From Butte, America," the

Turnout disappointing

Center gardens. Gretchen Bingman, who is
a work-study student working with us,
suggested that she write a note to make the
would-be thief aware that we were up to
his/her tricks, and hopefully to discourage
the person from further activities of this
sort. She did write the note, and left it at the
base of the aforementioned plant, but ap
parently to no avail. This morning I found a
gaping hole where the plant had been. It
was a healthy plant, and it looked good right
where it was. Now that some yo-yo has
stolen it, it has been removed as a sou rce of
enjoyment for the entire university com
munity. And that is what we are all part of
here: a community. The UC and its environs
belong to us all and should be for the en
joyment of us all. To the selfish few who
would deny this community what is
rightfully its own, may I suggest that you
take your destructive tendencies to
Colstrip, where you find people whose
ethics are more closely aligned with your
own. Dig your holes there, to the detriment
of all humankind.
Eugene Beckes
UC Gardener

Editor: I was greatly disappointed in the
turnout for the women's march against rape
last Saturday night. I realize that many of
you busy ladies my age were probably at
work on a thesis or maybe glued to a recent
feminist literary piece. Many of you have
possibly given up on any polemics that
seem associated with th9 woman’s move
ment. Yet rape statements are not polemics,
nor can I see much connection between
rape and the ‘notorious’ groups of woman's
liberationists. Rape happens statistically
just as often to the passive, traditional
woman as it does the more aggressive,
liberated one.
So, a word of advice: Please attend the
self-defense workshop this Saturday after
noon at Bonner Park. The few pointers you
will learn can grow into a legacy of female
self-defense that could, in following years,
dislodge the entire concept of rape from the
male consciousness. Learning self-defense
is an alternative to violence — it is freedom
— it is not fighting violence with violence.
Note to the person reporting facts in
Tuesday's Kaimin: Why is it stated that
"only" 15 rapes were reported in Missoula
this year (quotations my own)? I dislike the
art of playing down issues in order to keep
these important issues under control. What
I mean is, could it be that a scant 15 rapes is
something for us townsfolk to be proud of?
One act of sexual violence is exactly one
too many in most of our consciences.
Please, be a little more helpful in dispelling
relevant myths, rather than aiding their
perpetuation.
Note to Paul Driscoll: I agree
wholeheartedly with your classification of
Initiative 79 priorities as b?ing obscene.
The humanistic ideal of “putting people
before profit" is a threat to the very
structure of modern, nuclear America (if
enough people get behind it). It is quite
predictable that proponents of Iniative 79
are actively out to stomp the social
democrats, so that a comfortable and
somewhat innocuous (?) fascism can
continue to exist.
Nina Brooks
senior, psychology

Fan palm stolen
Editor Three days ago, upon arriving at
work in the morning, I noticed that
someone had apparently been tampering
with a tan palm planted in the University

bumper stickers read. It has been said
many times before that Silver Bow
County is an island unto itself.
Culturally and politically — if not
geographically — that cannot be
denied.
"Boycott Missoula General Hos
pital," the bumper stickers read. Mis
soula is a long ways away from Butte,
but here lingers a tenacious core of
unionism that rivals the best Butte
could offer — even during those dif
ficult early days.
Certainly some similarities can be
drawn between the Licensed Practical
Nurses' strike in Missoula and the
recent firemen’s strike in Butte, even if
merely basic labor-management con
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quarter, $13 per school year. Entered as second class material at
Missoula, Montana 59812.
All material copyright • 1978 by the Montana Kaimin.

flict. But any attempt at analogy would
be inappropriate and inadequate. What
city besides Butte could boast that its
Burger King franchise went broke.
Certainly not Missoula —witness p. 16.
But this community's support of the
LPNs’ strike is heartening.
Today’s Montana Review examines
the issues surrounding the strike at
Missoula General Hospital, now more
than four months old. Read it and draw
your own conclusions. But keep in
mind the cold presence of the
strikebreakers, the chilling dimensions
they add to the issues and the
inevitable onslaught of winter.
Paul Driscoll
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One woman’s close call
Editor’* note: The following public
forum was submitted to us on the con
dition that the author's name be left out.
We honored that request because we
think this forum will further enlighten
our readers about rape In Missoula.
I am a twenty-one-year-old female
who has lived in Missoula for four years. I
rely on walking for transportation. My
home is close enough to campus and to
downtown that nothing else is neces
sary—or wasn't until now.
This summer I worked downtown as a
bartender. The cocktail waitress or a
friend was usually available to drive me
home at 2 a m. If not. I felt no qualms
about walking the eight blocks to my
house.
It was a warm August night with a
slight breeze, and I decided to pass up
my usual ride. It had been a busy night at
work, and the brisk walk would stretch
the cramps out of my legs. I walked down
Higgins Avenue and over the bridge. The
drunks were out in full-force, and their
shouts and come-ons were beginning to

wear on me. I turned right on South
Fourth West at H.O. Bell Ford to avoid
the traffic flow, then took a left on Myrtle.
I could hear running footsteps coming
up from behind. I paid little attention. I
continued walking quickly, eager to get
home. Suddenly I was grabbed from
behind. There was an arm across my
chest and one around my throat. I
screamed loudly. The man clutched his
hand around my mouth and shook mehard. “Shut up! Shut up! If you scream
again I'll kill you."

p f e d ® taO D O
I could feel my teeth cutting into my
lips, my chest being crushed. I couldn't
breathe. He was dragging me toward the
alley. I struggled to hit the man but my
arms were pinned at my sides. I knew I
had to breathe. As I opened my jaws, his
hand was forced into my mouth. In
desperation I clenched my jaws and
sank in my teeth. The hand jerked away.

giving me time to catch my breath and
scream for help once again.
Thankfully, someone heard me.
"What’s going on down there." The attacker threw me to the ground and ran
away.
I stumbled slowly to my feet, crying
and calling for someone to help me.
Anyone. The streets were silent. No one
came outside—not even the person who
had called out. I was forced to flag down
a passing car to take me home.
Assault and rape can and do happen in
Missoula. In conversations with the
police, I learned that the area where I
was attacked (between South Third and
South Sixth West) has a high incidence
of rape. The police don't publicize that
fact because they don’t want to "frighten
people." I wish that I had been afraid. At
least I would have been aware of the
danger I faced walking alone at night.
I was forced to learn the hard way, but I
hope that other women can learn from
my experience. Take self-defense and
learn how to escape an attacker, but
above all, don't walk alone.
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Students favor core curriculum for ‘other people’
By JILL THOMPSON
Montana Kalmin Reporter

Although opinions vary, the
general feeling at the University of
Montana seems to be that some
form of core curriculum or group
requirements is a good idea.
Most students interviewed in a
recent informal poll, however, ex
pressed the attitude, "I'm glad it's
not me!"
Only incoming students will be
governed by the requirements if
they are adopted.
“Sure, it's a good idea for other
people," Sally Scanlon, junior in
communication science and
disorders, said, “ but I would rebel
against it. I know that kids in my
hometown college, where there is
such a requirement, just hate it."
Reasons given by one student in
favor of group requirements were
that such requirements would help
freshmen decide where their
interests lie, and that they would
give students a broad educational
background which, he said, a

diploma is intended to signify.
"Here people don't have a wellrounded education," Becky Miner,
a sophomore in elementary
education, said. “People take ex
actly what they have to take — no
more, no less."
M ost fa c u lty m em bers
interview ed echoed these
statements. One faculty member
referred to “basketweaving ma
jors," while another talked about
"technicians” who may excel in
their fields or majors, but who have
no broad educational background.
The Proposal
The proposal, drafted by a
Faculty Senate committee and
con tain ing suggested re
quirements, states, “After careful
examination of the transcripts of
192 graduates of the class of 1976,
the . . . committee concluded that
our students do not have broad
liberal arts educations, for less
than 25 percent fulfill the dis
tribution requirements which were
removed from our catalogue in

Benefit dance to be held
by abortion rights group
By DIANE HADELLA

jor goal of the coalition is “ac
curate public education” about
abortion and abortion rights.
The Montana Pro-Choice
The coalition sponsored
Coalition, a state-wide abortion educational workshops this past
rights action group, is sponsoring summer in rural areas throughout
a benefit dance at the Top Hat the state. Thompson said the
Lounge this Sunday to raise coalition is focusing on people in
money and find support for its rural areas, “where they don’t have
public education projects.
information about abortion and
The dance will begin at 9 p.m., don’t know abortions are
Sunday, Oct. 8, and will feature available."
“Cheap Cologne," a band from
She said the coalition will be
Basin, Mont. There will be a $1 s p o n s o rin g
e d u c a tio n a l
cover charge.
workshops in urban areas
The coalition is composed o f' throughout the state this fall.
groups and individuals throughout
In addition to the Sunday
the state who are interested in benefit, she said, the coalition will
protecting a woman's right to attempt to raise money by mailing
choose a safe abortion.
pamphlets asking for support and
Jennifer Thompson, state participation in a “legislative alert
coordinator of the coalition, em network.”
phasized that the group is not a
The network, the coalition’s top
pro-abortion group, but a pro- priority for the year, will be an ef
choice group, wanting the right to fort to lobby all legislators in Mon
choose an abortion.
tana with the coalition's view of
According to Thompson, a ma- abortion rights.
Montana Kalmin Raportar

1971. To summarize briefly, the
science majors do not take many
courses in the humanities and the
humanities majors do not take
courses in the sciences.
Furthermore, social science ma
jors usually fulfill only one-half of
the 1971 requirements; they either
take a lot of science courses or
they take a lot of humanities
courses."
A poll conducted last winter
revealed that 75 percent of res
ponding faculty favored some
form of group requirements.

Student Opposition
Students opposed the idea for a
variety of reasons. Some thought
the 48 core credits proposed by the
Faculty Senate committee were
too many, while others noted that
their majors already required a

number of core credits, and that
the additional credits would be too
great a burden.
Perry Cole, a senior in finance,
said the faculty was not giving
students enough credit for being
able to choose classes for
themselves.
"It's like being led by the hand,”
he said.
Another commented that
students should be able to concen
trate on their majors without hav
ing to take "a bunch of stuff we're
never going to use."

New office Irks disabled students
By SCOTT GRIFFIN
Montana Kalmin Raportar

According to the Handicapped
Student Union, a recent attempt by
the C e n te r fo r S tu d e n t
Development to give handicapped
students more efficient counseling
services has created a bigger
problem than it solved.
The problem is difficult access,
and some handicapped students
say it is likely to result in their using
counseling services less, not more.
The conflict emerged following
the mid-September decision by
Fred Weldon, director of CSD, to
move the office of the han
dicapped-student adviser from the
ground floor of the Lodge to the
basement, where the other CSD
offices are located.
Although there is a ramp leading
from the main floor to the
basement, members of HSU say it
is too steep, and hinders access to
the office of the handicappedstudent adviser, Midge McGuire.
The students are also angry
because they were not told of the
move in advance or given an op
portunity to comment on it.
In an interview Wednesday,
Weldon said McGuire was moved
to the basement with the other
counselors so that “all helping
agents would be collected in one
area," and in order to comply with
the intent qf federal anti-dis
crimination requirements.
“We don't want to put them off to
the side and say, ‘There, that’s
where the handicapped students
go.’ ”

THIS IS ONE SENSATIONAL SEASON

5 GREAT SHOWS FOR
THE PRICE OF 4!
From the School of Fine Arts, UM Dept, of Drama Dance

MUSICAL
COMEDY

A CHRISTMAS PRESENT
TO MISSOULA

GUYS
& DOLLS

A CHRISTMAS
CAROL

October 11-14

December 6-9

O N E O F S H A K E S P E A R E ’S F U N N IE S T C O M E D IE S

TWO GENTLEMEN OF VERONA
May 9-12

Two special productions by Montana’s only professional company

Montana Repertory Theatre
N e il S im on's
C O M E D Y H IT

G R IP P IN G
A M E R IC A N D R A M A

PLAZA
SUITE

WHO’S AFRAID OF
VIRGINIA WOOLF?

February 14, 15, 21, 23

Roman Zylawy, assistant profes
sor of foreign language, said
recently that it is the professional
responsibility of the faculty and
the responsibility of the university
as a whole to provide students with
a broad educational background.

February 16, 17, 22, 24

DON’T WAIT! GET YOUR TICKETS NOW!
OFFER GOOD ONLY UNTIL OCT. 14

Clip coupon and mail today.
□ Yes, I would like — General Season Tickets at $18.00 each
□ Yes, I would like — Student Season Tickets at $10.00 each
□ Yes, I would like — Senior Citizen Tickets at $10.00 each

Name..................... .................................. . ..........................
Address.................................................................................
City......................................Phone .....................................
Make check, payable to Season Tickets. Mail to Dept, of Drama/Dance
University of Montana, Missoula, MT 59812.

He added that the ramp to the
basement was built on an eightdegree grade at the recommen
dation of a “handicapped advisory
group" in 1975.
According to Ted Parker, direc
tor of university facilities, the ramp
in the Lodge is within accepted
standards for steepness, and is
similar to other ramps on campus.
Several students in wheelchairs
disagreed in interviews Wednes
day.
"I’ve never run into anything that
steep," said Sharon Bickel, senior
in accounting. “It's easy to go
down the ramp, but it's really tough
to get back up again. Usually,
somebody sees you struggling,
and gives you a push.”
Mike Reish, a senior in business
administration, is a hemiplegic
(paralyzed on one side) and

doesn’t have the strength needed
to get back up the ramp. He said he
has no trouble with the ramp lead
ing into the Business Ad
ministration Building because it is
not carpeted.
At the request of HSU, Lynda
Brown, equal opportunity officer
for the University of Montana,
notified Weldon and UM President
Richard Bowers that the group is
dissatisfied with the move.
In an interview yesterday, she
said the administration has agreed
to “evaluate" the situation at the
end of Fall Quarter and, if the HSU
is still unhappy with the move, try
to find a ground-floor location for
the office.
Brown said she approved of the
move because "the law says you
should integrate (handicapped)
students as much as possible Into
the mainstream of the university."

The Good Food Store sells
ALL kinds of food that you normally buy,
such as:
• Salt • Flour (white or whole wheat).
Cinnamon, cheeses and many more.

Come in and see us at our new location
108 W. Main
Because we sell In bulk, we can sell for less.

108 W. Main

Open Friday til 9

RETURN PERFORMANCE OF CARLOS MONTOYA
“A remarkable player, an exponent of a very high grade technique, a
compelling authority. It was only necessary to hear the first two pieces
to realize what a master he is.’’
—The Times, London
“An evening of captivating variety. There were cheers and shouts
of ‘Ole’.”
—N. Y. Times

Tues. Oct. 10

8:00 p.m.

UC Ballroom

Sponsored by ASUM Performing Artists Series

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

NOW THROUGH TUESDAY!
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Films on Campus
Saturday: “Dr. Strangelove," 7
and 9:30 p.m., Copper Commons.
Free.
Meetings
Sunday: Black Students’ Union,
1 p.m., 1010 Arthur.
The Book of Revelation, Rev.
Hugh Herbert, 1327 Arthur. Fiftycent dinner.
Nuclear Awareness Week
Today: Forum, Radiation Effects

on Humans, Orville Kelly, noon,
UC Mall.
Lecture, Alternative Energy —
Peggy Gardels, representative
from Solar California, and panel
discussion, 8 p.m., St. Francis
Auditorium.
Saturday: March, 11 a.m.,
Western Montana Fairgrounds.
Rally, 12:30 p.m., Caras Park.
Benefit dinner/auction, 8 p.m.,
St. Francis Auditorium. Speaker:
Saul Mendiovitz, director of the
Institute for World Order.

NIGHTLY AT 11:00 ONLY!
TKJWKM DOISfl GIRLHflVITOGO
TOUNTRNGIEHERTINGLE?

ILIINHDA

OPEN 7:00 P.M.
“Avalanche” at
7:15 and 9:00

The Beautiful

ROXY
543-7341

Trips
Saturday: Day trip to Jewel
Basin, Campus Recreation. Cost
$2.50.
Saturday through Monday:
Backpack trip to Yellowstone
N a tio n a l
P ark, C am pus
Recreation. Cost $17.

D E IE flv
HHCCAT

Seminar* and Workshops
Today: Lecture, Pesticide Laws
and Labeling, Roger Lloyd, noon,
Botany 307.
Saturday: Reading Council
Conference, 9 a.m., UC Montana
Rooms.
W om en’ s
S e lf-D e fe n s e
Workshop, 1 p.m., Bonner Park.
Sports
Saturday: UM Men's Volleyball
tournament, noon, WC Gym.

fLCVElICE
CO-STARRING ROBERT FORSTER JE
ANETTENOLAN
SCREENPLAY BY
STORY BY
andRICKMOSESCLAUDE POLAand COREY ALLEN FRANCES DOEL

Entertainment: Folksinger Ted
Warmbrand and puppeteer Eric
Wolfe.
Skill-sharing workshops, 8 a.m.,
St. Francis Auditorium.
Sunday: Film, “ Dr. Strangelove,"
3 p.m., UC Ballroom.

»

“Throat” at 11:00 Only;
“Jones” at 12:00; Adm. $5.00.

Miscellaneous
Today: International folkdan
cing, 7:30 p.m., Men’s Gym.

T O B X H B K T s A T U R D A Y T jN ^ r

Because there's going to be nothing straight about a CHEECH & CHONG film.
Every generation has had their own comedy duo; the 30’s had Laurel and Hardy.
Abbott & Costello broke up the 40’s and Martin and Lewis really fractured the 50*s.
CHEECH & CHONG have helped make the 70’s go “U P IN SMOKE.”
CHEECH & CHONG are the comedy team that gave birth to rock comedy
and in the process of turning on a whole generation, sold ten million albums,
picked up numerous awards, including Cash Box and Billboard's best comedy duo,
and a Grammy for their album, “Los Cochinos
Now it’s time for a CHEECH & CHONG movie.
C & C*s “UP IN SMOKE” will make you feel very funny.
So don't go straight to see this movie!

EMANUEL L. WOLF Presets

LAURENCE OLIVIER
ROBERT DUVALL KATHARINE ROSS TOMMY LEE JONES
JANE ALEXANDER .HAROLD ROBBINS'THE BETSY
LESLEY-ANNE DOWN JOSEPH WISEMAN EDWARD HERRMANN
PAUL RUDD KATHLEEN BELLER
Screenplay by WILLIAM BAST and WALTER BERNSTEIN
Music JOHN BARRY Produced by ROBERT R. WESTON
Directed by DANIEL PETRIE .- - - - .
An Allied Artists/Harold Robbins International Production j J R , |

Param ount Pictures Presents

A Lou Adler Production

•££§&

PLUS a Terrifying New Thriller . ..

Up in

“SPLENDIDLY—CHILLING!”
Roger Ebert
Sun Times

m om

Chicago

Starring Cheech Marin and Tommy Chong
Tom Skerritt Edie Adams Strother Martin Louisa Moritz
and Stacy Keach as Sgt. Stedenko Written by Tommy Chong & Cheech Marin
Produced by Lou Adler & Lou Lombardo Directed by Lou Adler Panavision®
_
r.UU

~~'

R
Starring BROOKE (“Pretty Baby”) SHIELDS
Starts at Dusk
"Alice" Shows First
One Complete Show

GO WEST!
Drive-In
Highway 10 West

|l

h

tw ctm T

THE 75 CENT SPECIAL
PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN
The Saturday Arts Enrichment Program now in its 12th year, is again inviting Missoula
area children 3 years old through high school age to participate in its activities starting
Saturday, October 7th for 7 weeks to November 18th.
The program provides first person, creative experiences in the various aspects of the
arts:
Visual, Music, Dance, Drama, Writing

G un toters begin bird season
Autumn. Chiljy mornings, lawns
turned gold by fallen leaves,
telephone lines blackened by
south-bound birds and. . .hunters
.. . cracking the early morning
silence of a secluded canyon.
All the sights, sounds and
feelings of Autumn. But for most
Montanans, hunting brings the
quickest reminder that summer is
long gone.
In western Montana, the season
on Mountain Grouse (blue, ruffed
and Franklin) began Sept. 9 and
will run until Nov. 26. As with last
year, Toole and Liberty counties
are closed to grouse. The daily
limit is five per person.
But Missoula County gun toters
wanting to try their luck at sharp
tailed grouse will have to do a little
traveling. The nearest counties still
open to sharp-tailed grouse are
those roughly east of a line
between Cut Bank and Big Timber.
The season ends Nov.' 26 and the
daily limit is four per person.
Sage grouse huntihg is also
closed in Missoula County. Don't
let that stop you though. Two
counties in southwestern Mon
tana—Beaverhead and Madison—
are open to sage grouse until Oct.
22. The daily limit is three this year.
Now for all you faithful stalkers
of Hungarian and Chukar
Partridge.
Partridge hunting is open in all
counties in western Montana, ex
cept Ravalli County. The season
closes Nov. 26 in Missoula County
as well as those counties
northwest and immediately
southeast of Missoula. Forthe rest
of western Montana, opdn season .
continues until Dec." 3'. Six is the

daily limit for all of western Mon
tana.
Open hunting of ringnecked
pheasants ( cocks only) is divided

75a per session. Total $5.25
$5 if paid In full.

into only two separate seasons th is
year. West of the Continental
Divide, the season opens Oct. 22
and closes Nov. 26.

Registration will start at 9 a.m. in room 101, fine arts building,
Saturday, October 7th.
Self expression, individualized instruction and personal choice will highlight the
activities. A visiting artists program will also be a part.
the program is sponsored by the department of art and classes are conducted by the
students of dick reinholtz as an on-going part of the arts methods classes.

For further information please cairthe Art Department Office 243-4181

Sports preview
The University of Montana
Grizzly football team faces
Boise State tomorrow at
Boise. The Grizzlies are 1-1
In conference action after
trouncing Weber State 27-7
last week. Boise State (0-1)
will try to bounce back from a
narrow 31-29 loss to Mon
tana State. Game time Is 7:30
p.m.
UM's cross country team
travels to Boise this weekend
to compete in a quadrangu
lar meet. The harriers will run
against Weber State, Boise
State and Idaho State.
The women's cross coun
try team also will participate
in a meet in Boise. Teams
competing against UM were
not known at press time
yesterday.
Men's soccer swings into
its regular season with two
games. Saturday they go
against Eastern Oregon
State in LaGrande, Ore. and
Sunday against Washington
State in Pullman.
The
M en’s Power
Volleyball Club will host a
tournament this weekend at
the Women’s center gym.
Matched will begin Saturday
at 1 p.m. and Sunday at 10
a.m. The finals tentatively are
scheduled to begin at 4 p.m.
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THEATRES IN MISSOULA

* SHOW TIMES

MANN THEATRES

7:00 — 9:15
f

“New and shining...speaks to anyone who has a
feeling for the amazement of music.”- THE
t NEW YORKER
PETER FRAMPTON

THE BEE GEES
CP**5?

u

1

1

I A

GEORGE BURNS BILLY FIZSTON „

A ROBERT STICWOOD
w association with DEE ANTHONY
or Anisi it MICHAEL SCHULTZ

PETER FRAMPTON
THE BEE GEES
"SGT. PEPPER'S LONELY HEARTS CLUB BAND”
FRANKIE HOWERD PAUL NICHOLAS DONALD PLEASENCE SANDY FARINA f
DIANNE STEINBERG STEVE MARTIN
AEROSMITH
ALICE COOPER
EARTH, WIND 8c
BILLY PRESTON
GEORGE BURNS asmm john lennon a paul iicCabtney george habbison PATRICIA BIBCH

BO O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O t

GEORGE MARTIN

11
BEST FROM HOLLYWOOD!

HENRY EDWARDS

DEE ANTHONY

MICHAEL SCHULTZ

Co m m o n w ea lth
THEATRES

ROBERT STIGWOOD
P O j H a r i B M C SHgST» < » 1

m a n n

T>
M A N N THEATRES

TIMES
6:15—8:15—10:15

MANN TRIPLEX
111™
3601 BROOKS
949 9755

p t w as t
h
i
r
i
jiffaga jns t th e ru je s i p p g M I

* MATINEES *
SATURDAY - SUNDAY

r r

728,56851

th e a tr e s

MANN TRIPLEX
3601 BROOKS
549-97551

The g re a te s t s tu n tm a n ftliv e !
BURT REYNOLDS

HELD
run! OVER!

f ir s t

N A T IO N A L S S g B
M A N N TH EA TRES

SHOWS AT —
7:30
9:30

ie

w

m

m

SATURDAY
NIGHT
FEVER

...C atchit.

m

—Times—
7:00-9:30

M id n S g h tS h o w r ^ ^

Fri. & Sat. Only!

BiOAPfftM

SEPARATE ADMISSION S3 00
MISTAKES, GOOFS & CENSORED SCENES featuring: Abbott & Costello# Star Trek e "Original Laugh-ln"e Don Rickies
Red Skelton • James Arness e Boris Karloff • Rod Serling • Don Adams • Bob Hope • Johnny Carson e Richard Boone
William Conrad • W.C. Fields • T.V. News • Dick Van Dyke • and Mor,e! Plus- Crazy Commercials & Old-Time Movie Mistakes!
a n d h ila rio u s sho rts in c lu d in g "B A M B I MEETS G O D Z IL L A " Plus "TH E THREE STOOGES"

TONITE
Matinees Saturday and Sunday ONLY

M A N N TH E A T R E S

THE FUNNIEST SHOW IN TOWN
(SHOW ING SAT. NITE ALSO)

GQ

E ftX J

lU A

411

W|JT FRONT

549-7085

J

■You'll NEVER See These Outtakes on Television! ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
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Ferguson show powerful, yet marred by contrivances
world, Virginian?" cracked Bar
butti.)
It was a good warm-up choice,
More than 1,300 music lovers however. One cannot imagine how
had the privilege of seeing the glad the audience was to see the
“ Rocky” therrte-perfqrmer, jazz band.
Maynard Ferguson’s band in
trumpeter Maynard Ferguson, and
his 13-member touring ensemble corporates musicians who may be
Tuesday night at the University the best from iazz workshops the
nation over, and they are tight.
Center Ballroom.
The first show opened with
Those 1,300 people were asked
to sit through a seemingly “Birdland." The performance was
interminable monologue by “Las powerful, but Ferguson was, and
Vegas comedian" Pete Barbutti, remained throughout the show,
who specialized in racial and sex cool and professional.
The horn charts were incredible.
ual jokes. Barbutti also plays the
The "Birdland” arrangement, us
piano with his nose.
Fortunately for those who saw ing the synthesizer, immediately
the first show, a relatively spirited aroused my suspicion. The impact
heckler entertained the audience of the horn's punch was sapped by
while Barbutti swapped quips with the syrup-like synthesizer, result
a “Virginian” in the third row. ing in a performance akin to hear
(“ Ever dream there was this many ing tap dancers on a honeypairs of dark socks in the whole covered floor.
By JOHN WAUGH

Montana Kalmln Contributing Reviewer

NOW! MONTANA PREMIERE!

HItat!

T it ltd S till i! tM lM

The second number also
aroused my suspicion. The band's
new single, the theme music for TV
show “Battlestar Glactica," in
corporates disco moves and elec
tronic blast-offs to produce
cliched music. The band's sound
was cluttered, contrived and yet
formal, although completely lac
king the inspiration necessary for
good jazz.

"Over the Rainbow,” from the
"Wizard of Oz,” was a good tune
although it pandered to college
students in an obvious way and
was crippled by the speed with
which it was pressed. This ab
solutely mined what could have
been a beautiful guitar and flute
interlude.
I am aware that the first show of a
two-show night tends to be rigid
and hurried, and that a jazz band in
this situation is often forced to

operate under constraints which
may prevent it from the free ex
pression so essential to its art.
However, show promoters
should know by now that for
college audiences moron
comedians are expendable as are
the contrived devices that included
synthesized space noise in the
"Battlestar” theme. If the audience
applauded hard, they applauded
politely and without spirit.
That is, until Victor Young’s
“Stella by Starlite."
"Stella" featured Phil Grey in a
trombone solo and Mike Megliore
in an electrifying alto sax solo.
Ferguson highlighted the band
when he threw up a towel. As it
touched the stage, the band hit
hard and tight. Even if a Paul Hornish flute solo had too much echo, it
was still a rich piece. Bobby
Miletello did some fast jazz singing
across his mouthpiece, produing
an unusual duet (similar to Ian
Anderson’s performance.) Bob
Economo laid into his drums with a
fervor that left even Ferguson
surprised.

Montana Kalmln photo by Mike
Yuan.
The entire performance was
glossy and commercial, lacking
cohesion until the end. Ferguson
spent too much time directing. But
if the end product was not the hot
jazz I had expected, it was not bad
for theme music.

Nobody laughs
at ‘head’ comics
By TERRY CHUNG

WORLO

Montana Kalmln Contributing Ravi*war

THEAIKC

a o n SOUTH HIGQIN3

PH.72MOM

LATE
SHOW FRI. &
SAT. ONLY
AT 11:00.
$1.50 WITH
SLEEPER
CARD.
OTHERS,
$2.00

DAVID R. YEAMAN and PHILIP YORDAN present

“A stimulating film superbly acted
with a stunning cinematic climax.”
Starring MAURICE 6RANDMAIS0N as Brigham Young
and CHARLES MOLL as Joseph Smith

—Bob Thomas. AP

[p c i <

Co Starting FAITH CUFT • TERRY GEER• JOHN MASON • RpBIN RUSSELL

PA SSIO N . MYSTERY.
LOVE.

10,0*110RYEAM4Nm)PHIUPYOfiOW• Scrimpd, byFHitrpVO«OW• DvkWbyI0MMcGOWM

"VO
VDO
O
CIASMUFF•OototoMbrSUNStIHIUS*•1977SUNSETFUNS

OPEN 6:30 P.M.

Showplace of Montana

Cartoon at 6:45-9:25
“Brigham" at 7:00-9:40

W ILM A
543-7341

RICHARD BURTON

UnitedArtists

Two Showing. Fri.-Sat.; Other Eve*. 8:00; SaL-Sun. Mat*. 2:00

FRIDAY & SATURDAY AT M ID N IG H T ONLY!

tACADEM Y AWARD
W IN NER
BEST FOREIGN FILM

Cheech and Chong threw a
party, but nobody laughed. The
two “head" comics of our genera
tion are ineffectual in their first
feature film, “ Up in Smoke.”
Among other things, the film
features a truck that belches gas
fumes out of its exhaust pipe and
sends people to the moon. The
three stooges of the film are cops
headed by Stacy Keach. A concert
at the end of the movie has Cheech
Marin dressed in a Mickey Mouse
cap, sunglasses, tank-top and
tutu.
It all adds up to nothing.
"Up in Smoke” lacks the
craziness of “Groove Tube." Thus,
it is only mildly amusing and
seemingly outdated. The term
“man” is used so many times it is
practically wiped right out of one’s
vocabularly.
Since about 80 percent of the
younger generation that would
view this movie have experi
mented with drugs of one kind or
another, the madcap humor of
Cheech and Chong does not carry
the intimacy or the freshness it had
in the early part of the 70s.
These two comics, however, are
gifted in more ways than one. They
are adept actors and they inter
play well. If only they could funnel
that energy into a new, more
significant direction. In finding
new material, or not taking their
old material so seriously, they
could w ell become prime
spokesmen for our times.
"Up in Smoke" is now playing at
the World Theater.

dLKElS
NATURAL FOOD
We use no refined sugar
Strictly whole wheat
breads
D A IL Y S P E C IA L S A N D
‘D A N Q E R O U S D E S S E R T S ”

Sunday Brunch 10-1

123 E. Main
Hours: 11 ajn.-9 p.m. Mon.-Sat
10 s.m.-9 p.m. Sunday

Simone Signoret
in

__

s

MADAME ROSA

a d iffe re n t

A FILM BY M O SHE M IZRAH I w ith Samv Ben Youb

s e to fja w s -

(ft.

M ichal B at-A dam G enevieve F o n ta n e l & {Claude D auphin]

Advance Tickets
on Sale From 10:30
P.M. Fri.-Sat. Adm. $2.50.

SHOWPLACE OF MONTANA

W ILMA
543-7341

MOMO bv EMILE A JA R
M O SH E M IZRAH I M usk by P hilip p e S a rd c

From th e novel
W ritten K IM rw tcrl by

— MONTANA PREMIERE —
STARTS TONIGHT!

T ju J S K L jm S D

515 SOUTH HIGGINS

SHOWS AT 7:00 & 9:15

CONSCIOUSNESS
AWARENESS

The first meeting of the
Black Student’s Union
will be held Sunday, Oct.
8. 1978 at 1:00 at 1010
Arthur (yellow house
north of Jesse Hall).
Former members and
new students welcome.

Montoya at UCB
lost and found

PRESBYTERIAN STUDENTS! The local Presby. Ch.
has a single young adults group. Meets at 'The
Lifeboat” (532 University) every Tues. at 9:00 p.m.
Yer welcome. Any q's. Call Rev. Joachim, 5495144, 543-8955.______________________ 6-4

FOUND: Senior pin with initials C.F. found in grass
near Miller Hall. Also has a "78''on it. Contact 2436143________________________________
LOST: Whoever found my wallet and called me
Monday, please leave it at the circulation desk in
the library. I can't seem to find you. Sarah H.
LOST: A red clutch wallet containing ID and driver's
license. Lost near Sprouse-Reitz. If found, turn in
to UC information desk.
LOST: Male Husky-Shepherd outside the UC
Wednesday nite. Answers to name of Lakota.
Return to 1103 Cooper Street or call 728-5253.
LOST:'Set of 5 keys on a leather key chain. If found
call 243-2468._______________________ 8-4
FOUND: Gray and black kitten Sept. 28 at the corner
of Connell and Arthur. 721-4549._________ 8-4
LOST: Blue and gold beaded Afghanistan bag with
braided cord in the parking lot near the fieldhouse.
REWARD. Please contact G. Ferguson at Sculpture Dept, in Art Annex, Lost Monday._____7-4
LOST: Three yr. longtail, solid gray, male cat with
shorthair. neutered and declawed in front. $15
REWARD. Lost around Kiwanis Park Friday.
Contact 503 E. Front. No. 8._____________ 7-4
FOUND: Young male cat, brown and black striped
with white paws and belly. Found Oct. 1 behind
Perkins. Call Jim Anderson. 543-7809._____ 7-4
LOST: Wind chimes around Oval area. Call 243-4641
or return to Dance Office in Women's Center.
__________________ ________'_________ £4
LOST: Pair of plastic rimmed glasses in brown
corduroy case. May be near Craig parking lot.
Needed desperately. 243-4707 or No. 313 Criag.
_____ ______________

FREE FILM starring
Arlo Guthrie
in 'Alice's Restaurant'
2 showings
Oct. 11, 7:30 and 9:30
_________________ UC Ballroom_________________

APPLICATIONS FOR SEARCH, back up and
Shalom are available. Pick up at Newman Center
orfrom any board member._________,
6I
UNPLANNED PREGNANCY Options—Call Marie at
728-3820. 728-3845 or 549-7721; or Mlmi at 5497317. ________________ ,__________ 1-4Q
DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT & WEDDING RINGS:
Up to 50% discount to students, faculty. & staff.
Example, 14 ct. $150, 14 ct. $350. 1 ct. $995, by
buying direct from leading diamond cutter. For
color catalog send $1 to SMA Diamond Importers.
Inc., Box 42, Fanwood, N.J. 07023 (indicate name
of school) or call (212) 682-3390 for location of
showroom nearest you._______________ 1-11
254 BEER
Noon-2 p.m., 8-9 p.m. $1.25 pitchers. The TAVERN.
2061 S. 10th W, ___________________ 1-4Q
KEG SPECIAL $25.50(16 gallon plus deposit)
Schlitz, Lucky or Tuborg on hand at the TAVERN,
2061 So. 10th W._______
1-24

really personal
SILENT SAILOR. I am who I will be when I’m not who
I am. Thanka for asking. Newport Barkeep.
9-1
FEETE SINGULAR: News Analyses should be
bargainable issues . . . they'd go early . . .
throwaways I think they're called. "Chicken shit,"
eh?_________________________________
MOVIE REVIEW: "J-333: A Mope Opera." Ivan gave a
wooden performance . . .________________
LEE LODGE with a Spectrum view: “Meet the new
boss, same as the old boss ...? " How about
“Spectre?" Do vialons of Lubeck linger?
MY CONSCIENCE BURNS where it smoldered
before. I can almost taste the peaceful gurgle of
the warm springs. . . a mind mortared shut by lies
. . . a soul for sale. . .
_____________
Phorestry Phreak: Would you leave me blue and
coughin’?________________ ____________
BEWARE Neil Diamond is returning from Reno.
Sonny and Cher get your sleds out._______ 6-4

.________________ 6-4

FOUND: Pair of girls square gold-rimmed glasses in
the fieldhouse. Claim In office 201 FH._____ 8-4
LOST DOG—Area of Hellgate H.S. Female, white
Shepherd/Husky. Answers to Shade. Wearing a
black collar. Call 549-0920. Ask for Chris.
6-4
LOST: Canon 28 camera and three rolls exposed
film. $50 REWARD. Fell off roof of car between
Madison St. and E. Missoula on Broadway. Call or
drop by 408 E. Front St. in the evening. (542-0170).
In brown case. Thanks.
_____________ 8-4

personals
GABE KAPLAN & ARLO GUTHRIE HOMECOMING
•78'._______________________________ £1
ROCK HUNT—Patti Smith, Bruce Springsteen,
Marshall Chapman, Bob Seeger, The Band and
more. Friday morning at 11 on KUFM 89.1 FM.
___________________ ________________ {M
“M-M-i-s-s-ter Kot-t-t-ter" Oct. 14.
___9-1
ARTISTS IN MISSOULA area may sign up for the
Homecoming Art Fair at U of M. To be held Oct.
12-13 in the UC Mall. UM students $10, gen. public
$20. Register at Programming Office. UC 104.2436661.______________________________ g-1
GABE & ARLO. Oct. 14. 8 p.m., F.H.
9-1
FRIENDS CONCERNED with world hunger and
food issues. Help plan events for "Fast for a World
Harvest—Nov. 16.” Meet this Tuesday, Oct. 10,4
p.m. at The Ark. 538 University or call 728-2537.
___________________________________ fM
“BRINGING IN A COUPLE OF KEYS" . . . Arlo.
_________ _____________ _____________ (M

FOR SALE - Lots of love for your child at licensed
day care center, Northside. 827 Turner, 549-4200.
Drop-ins welcome. . f_________________3-8
• IMPROVE YOUR GRADESI Send $1 00 for your 285page. mail order catalog of Collegiate Research.
10,250 topics listed. Prompt Delivery Box 25&)7B, Los Angeles, CA 90025. (213) 477-8226. 1-35

roommates needed
DELUXE APT., $132 plus utilities. Call Jason, 5497658.
8-3
FEMALE, own room, your share $125. Call 728-6064.
Jane._________________
7-3

education

typing
SECRETARIAL EXPERIENCE, electric, accurate.
542-2435.__________________
7-15
4-36
THESIS TYPING service. 549-7958.

DANCE CLASSES, Elenita Brown, experienced
teacher enrolling now Missoula T & Th—pre
dance, Ballet/Character, Modern, Primitive, Jazz,
Spanlsh/Flamenco. 728-1683 or 1-777-5956.

transportation

___________________________________ 1-21

RIDE NEEDED to Seattle (Kirkland). Will share
expenses and driving. Leave anytime after 3:00,
Oct. 5 (Thursday); return Monday, Oct. 9. Call
Marylat 542-0598._______________________
NEEDED: Ride to Yakima, Washington (or Spokane
or Ellensburg). Leaving Friday, Oct. 6 and
returning Oct. 9. Call Karen, 728-0732._____ £4
RIDE NEEDED Fri., Oct. 8 to Glacier Park or
Kallspell. Call Linda Brown at 243-6760.
7-4
RIDERS NEEDED to Bozeman this weekend, Oct. 6.
728-8561. Share expenses.______________ 7-4
RIDE NEEDED to Boulder, Colo, for coming long
weekend. Share expenses. Call Jack, 549-7545.

________________________ (W
NEED RIDE to Billings for Columbus Day holiday.
Can leave Fri., Oct. 6 afternoon, help pay gas. Call
Toni, 549-4231.______________________ 6-4
RIDE NEEDED to Laurel. Leave Thurs p.m. or Friday
a.m. Call Annie. 243-2658.______________ 6-4

special
FREE FILM starring
Arlo Guthrie
In ‘Alice's Restaurant'
2 showings
Oct. 11t 7:30 and 9:30
UC Ballroom

Carlos Montoya, the most
recorded flamenco guitarist in
history, will play Tuesday, Oct. 10,
at 8 p.m. in the University Center
Ballroom.
A Spanish-born gypsy, Montoya
was a child prodigy and the first
flamenco guitarist to appear in a
solo concert.
In January of 1966, he realized a
25-year dream when his “Suite
Flam enco” fo r g u ita r and
orchestra premiered, performed
by the St. Louis Symphony.
Tickets are $3 for students and
senior citizens and $6 for the
general'public.

Buddy Owen
&
Tease
roeft & roll, rhythm & blues
A high energy act from San Francisco

Homemade pizza, pool, & foosball in the basement.

for sale
SKILOM, 210 cm. touring skis with bindings, 56”
poles, all $80. 549-1468.________________ 9-1
MARTIN DZ8-12; Buthnell 9x-30x spotting scope
for sale. Call 1-849-5706.
9-4
8 x 32 SPARANETTE. Excell, condition. Set up on
lot, $2;000 firm. See at 1926 River Rd. Trailer Ct.
during day. Everett Jolliff, Mgr., 549-9963. Owner
Dana Olsen, 1-755-6586, Kaliapell.________ 8-5
75 DATSUN 280Z, 4-speed, Injected, red, cassette
tape player, alloy wheels, very clean. 543-4200 or
728-6446.__________________________ 8-10
ONE PAIR 180-cm. Olin Mark IV skis. Reg. $198, sell
for $80. Used one season. Call 243-2030 after 10
p.m,_____________________
7-3
VASQUE HIKING BOOTS, size 10. good shape. $35.
549-5324 eve.________________________ 6-5

L U K E ’S
231 W. F ro n t

DEAN’S LIST

automotive
help wanted
NEED STUDENT with car for part-time work which
includes hauling, lifting, post office trips, etc. Call
243-5091 between 3 and 4 p.m.__________ 9-4
SECRETARY for local research firm. Experience in
manuscript typing essential. Minimum typing
speed 65 words per minute. Work full time. Rate
$3.00 per hour starting. Send resume to P.O. Box
.7066, Missoula, MT 59807. Firm is equal oppor
tunity employer and will respond to all resumes.

1971 PINTO—23/30 MPG, AM/FM radio, snow tires,
one owner. $550. 728-6444 after 6 p.m.

motorcycles
750 KAWASAKI, excellent condition, $750.00; 350
Kawasaki, street-trail, $350.00. 549-6721
evenings._____
5-5

________________________ £3
WORK/study student for secretarial work. 15-20
hours/wk. Contact Physical Therapy Dept., WC
025-027.
7-3
WORK STUDY student needed for general office
duties and more on research project. Liberal
schedule, fascinating co-workers, exciting
benefits, and possible travel. See Nancy Bemius
in Forestry 108A and leave an application.
7-3
TAKE A FREE LOOK at the business world. We are
looking for interns in life insurance sales. If you
qualify, we’d start training soon to prepare you for
a rewarding summer in sales. Call 728-8610 for an
appointment. New England Life, of course! Equal
Opportunity Employer. M/F._____________7-3
WORK STUDY student needed for light clerical
work. Contact Jan or Duke at 243-4553.
__________________ 7-3
WORK STUDY POSITIONS, two as general office
assistants. Must type. Chance to get business and
human experience. $3/hour. Flexible schedule.
One or two for graduate students in counseling or
clinical psychology. $4/hour. Call 543-3550 or
stop by 127 E. Main, Rm. 319.___________ 6-4

FREE FILM starring
Arlo Guthrie
in ‘Alice's Restaurant'
2 showings
Oct. 11, 7:30 and 9:30
'*'**"______
U C Ballroom

MAUI CHICKEN. $2.95. Chunks of deep-fried
chicken breast covered with a tangy sauce and
topped with pineapple, mandarin oranges and
coconut served with rice and stir-fried vegetables.
Can be found at the MUSTARD SEED ORIENTAL
RESTAURANT, 501 S. Orange. 728-9641. Orders
to go.____________;_________________ 8-5
10th FLOOR JESSE REUNION, Saturday night. Oct.
14. Call Dizzy. 243-4030. Oaks. 721-5951. or Red.
243-4180.__________________________ 8-2
IF YOU ARE at least a sophomore in good standing,
you could earn UM credits while in London or
Avignon on the Liberal Arts Study Abroad
Program. Info. 107 Main Hall, 243-2900.
8-3
ASUM CHRISTMAS Charter Flight to New York
tickets on sale today at ASUM or Northwest
Travel. $210 roundtrip, $100 deposit.

services
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• Cont. from p. 1.
working to get a package both
groups can lobby for at the up
coming legislative session.
"We are working so that we can
go to the Legislature before ap
propriations are made with the
financial part of the package,"
Perrin said.
Both teams are also working for
a three-year contract, Perrin said,
so that contract negotiations will
then be “ in phase” with the
Legislature instead of taking place
in the alternate years.
Two ‘difficult’ areas
Perrin said two “difficult and
sensitive areas" of the contract
have been agreed upon: faculty
evaluations and academic
freedom. He defined the academic
freedom article as a statement of
freedoms of faculty members in
regard to such things as research
and teaching. He said the article
was “close to what we had

proposed" and that it was a "very
strong statement."
"I’m frankly surprised that they
agreed to it,” he said.
He also revealed that the
categories of salary increments
agreed upon are "normal, merit
and less than normal."
Bargaining is “good, hard work"
Perrin said.
UTU President Richard Barrett
also addressed the meeting about
the union's legislative efforts
which include:
• giving legislative candidates a
detailed questionnaire about their
views toward the university. The
results wil be given to the faculty
and faculty will be recruited to
work for those candidates sup
porting the university.
• the preparation of a series of
ads in support of the universitysyster^ six-mill levy.
According to figures presented
at the meeting, 185 persons—47
percent of the faculty—are now
members of the union.

The following are defini
tions of non-self-explanatory articles being nego
tiated in the UTU contract.
They were provided by Ron
Perrin, captain of the UTU
bargaining team.
Academic Governance—
deals with the Faculty
Senate and its committees.
Grievance—deals with the
procedure for appealing
violations of the contract.
Recognition—deals with the
id en tifica tio n of those
people who are in the
bargaining unit and those
who are o u ts id e the
bargaining unit.
Salary Increments—deals
with the terms applied to the
various amounts awarded
faculty as a yearly incre
ment; in this case, “ normal,”
“ merit," and “ less than
normal.”
Unit Standards—criteria for
ranks and promotions.

A c c o u n ts

.

.

mittee. and Lawrence Pettit, com
missioner of higher education,
appear to be upset about press
reports of the meeting.
Pettit sent the Kaimin copies of
letters exchanged between him
and Mathers. Also included was a
copy of the United Press
International story on the meeting.
In that story. State Sen. Larry
Fasbender, D-FortShaw, is quoted
as calling the projected balance in
the university system a "slush
fund.”
The story calls the fund “a littleknown pot of money" and
paraphrases state Rep. Francis
Bardanouve, D-Harlem, as saying
he advises “the university officials
not to start a spending program
that would exhaust the $8.3 million
by the ti me the Legislature meets."
Mathers, in his letter to Pettit,
said, "Contrary to (press) reports,
we felt the hearing will result in
better cooperation between the
university system and the
Legislature.”

.

• Cont. from p. 1.
One table in the report shows
UM with an extra $164,492 in a
parking account.
Thorne said that money comes
from parking fees and fines and is
spent in areas related only to
parking.
He said the accumulation of
money is needed for large projects
such as finishing the paving of the
field house parking lot.
"You can't pave for pennies,"
Richards said.
At the close of the report, Rippingale recommended the com
mittee "suggest to the regents that
a moratorium be placed on the use
of these unrestricted resources
until the Legislature has had an op
portunity to review their status.”
A member of the committee that
received Rippingale's report said
the group did not adopt that
recommendation.
State Sen. William Mathers, RMiles City, chairman of the com

H EW LETT-PA CK A RD
INTRODUCES
PR O FESSIO N A L SCIENTIFIC CALCULATORS
FO R A STUDENT'S DUDGET.
TH E PRICE OF EXCELLENCE
NOW STARTS AT $60?
Now you can get the sam e quality, durability and
m any of the features found in H ew lett-Packard’s
professional calculators—a t a price you can afford.
Introducing Series E for science.
DESIGNED FOR STUDENTS.
Easy-to-read displays. Larger, brighter L Et) display
w ith com m as to se p a rate thousands, easier on the
eyes during those long hours of study.
Built-in diagnostic system s.
You’ll now be working on
m any new challenging
problem s—th a t’s why
Series E has diagnos
tic system s that
tell you:
1) when you've

perform ed an incorrect operation; 2) w hy it w as incor
rect; 3) if the calculator isn’t working properly.
Accuracy. Im proved algorithm s give you confidence
th at your answ ers are more precise and complete.
FROM BASIC SCIENCE
TO ADVANCED PROGRAMMABLE.
The HP-31E—Scientific. $60? Trigonometric, exponen
tial and m ath functions. Metric conversion. Fixed
and scientific display m odes. Full 10-digit display.
4 separate user m em ories.
The HP-32E—Advanced Scientific with Statistics. $80?
All HP-31E functions plus hyperbolics and compre
hensive statistics. More m ath and m etric capabilities.
Decimal degree conversions. ENG, SCI and FIX
display modes. 15 user memories.
The HP-33E—Programmable Scientific. $100? Scientific,
math and statistics with programmability. Editing, oontrol and conditional keys. 49 lines of fully merged key
codes. 8 user m em ories.
HEWLETT-PACKARD IS W ITHOUT EQUAL.
All Series E calculators use RPN logic exclusively.
If you've never tried it, you’re in for a big
surprise. It lets you solve problem s
the w ay you naturally do in
;
your mind. Straightforward.
Logical. No worrying
about com plicated
hierarchies o r parentheses.
RPN is the shortest possible
d istance betw een the ques
tion and the answer.
SE E FOR YOURSELF.
To help you select the
calculator that’s right for
you, w e’ve prepared a
booklet entitled, "The
Student's C hoice...the
Logical Choice!’ Pick up a copy
a t your bookstore or nearest
Hewlett-Packard dealer, w hen you
stop by to see Series E. For the address.
CALL TOLL-FREE 800-648-4711
except from Hawaii o r Alaska. In
Nevada call 800-992-5710.
W hen you stop by y our dealer
to see Series E, be sure to see our
o ther professional calculators:
the advanced program m able
HP-29C and HP-19C w ith printer;
and the HP-67 m ag-card
program m able.
But do it soon. A Hewlett-Packard
professional calculator priced for a
student's budget is som ething
you can't afford to pass up.

H E W L E T T M ] P A C KAR D
Dept 0000. 1000 N. E Circle H v d . Corvallis OR 97330
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On Strike!

When bargaining fails
What we call the beginning is often the end
And to make an end is to make a beginning.
The end is where we start from.
T. S. Eliot

Little Gidding
Few things that come to mind so vividly
evoke the image of a point where end and
beginning meet as do labor strikes.
Strikes are at once an end—a recognition
that “correct” negotiations have failed—and a
beginning—a determination to resort to
extraordinary measures to achieve a desired
goal. All that has gone before a strike is lost;
time is measured from the day a strike begins.
The 46 licensed practical nurses who went
out on strike against Missoula-Community
Hospital May 30, supported by about 40
registered nurses sympathetic with their cause,
are still on the picket lines. Their
“extraordinary” effort to get what they

consider a fair contract with the hospital began
after five months of collective bargaining failed
to bring the two sides together.
Now, more than four months into the
strike—and nine months after the bargaining
process began—the Montana Health Care
Employees Association, the unit that
represents the LPNs, and Community Hospital
are still far apart on at least one key issue.
In a word, that issue is: reinstatement.
When the strike began, the LPNs and the
RNs who supported them pledged they would
all stay out until they could all go back to work
together.
That original pledge still stands. Carolyn

Squires, secretary-treasurer of MHCEA and
president of the striking LPN unit, told the
Montana Kaimin, “At our last meeting (last

Monday) we reaffirmed our commitment to
hang together all for one and qne for all.

The reinstatement problem boils down to
this: as soon as the strike began, Hospital
Administrator Grant Winn began hiring nurses
to fill the jobs vacated by the strikers.
“They (the strikers) walked out, and we
continued to have patients to care for,” Winn
said. He said it was his responsibility to bring in
whatever help was necessary to ensure that the
quality of health care did not suffer as a result of
the strike.
Winn has vowed that he will not fire any of

“No one talked about quitting. No one talked
about going back in. We’re going to see this
thing through.”

• Cont. on p. 11.
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The Split: those who le ft. . .
by DEBBIE McKINNEY
Montana Review Editor

It's getting damn cold out there. A pile of
donated firewood and a rusty burn-barrel at the
picket line make the night shifts more bearable.
It’s hard on the rainy days when the strikers
think about being home, out of the cold and
with their families.
They say they strike because they must.
Although the number of strikers on the picket
line has dwindled, those who continue to picket
are not yet discouraged. Those that are have
found other jobs or moved from Missoula. One
thing is certain—those who remain mean
business.
“It’s been hard but 111 tell you it’s been worth
every hour of it,” Lauretta Gary, a striking
licensed practical nurse, said shaking her head.
“To be sure, we will be here for the duratipn.”
For Gary, a single parent with a 4-year-old
“little person,” life the last four months has not
been easy. She has had to borrow money to
make ends meet. And, because paying a
babysitter is “out of the question,” her
daughter, Rebekah, joins her on the picket line.
Gary has taken a part-time job in a rest home
while continuing five, eight-hour shifts per week
on the picket line. “I’ve managed barely to
survive on this,” she said. “I don’t know how I’m
doing it.”
Some might ask why she doesn’t give up the
strike and try to get a full-time job. Many of the
nurses believe that by striking they are trying to
get jobs—the jobs they believe are rightfully
theirs inside the hospital.
Most of the nurses feel hurt. Nancy Richard
son has worked for the old and the new
Community Hospitals as an LPN for 17 years,
or as she puts it, half of her life. ‘Tve really put
my heart and soul into this place,” she said. To
have the hospital administration put the welfare
of relatively inexperienced, out-of-state strike
breakers above those who have made Com
munity Hospital what it was is hard to take, she
added. She was referring to the ad
ministration’s refusal to reinstate the striking
nurses—the only unsettled issue of the strike.
Richardson is a devoted nurse and now she is
a devoted striker. She takes the night shift on
the picket line from 10 p.m. to 6 a.m., five or six
nights a week.
Mary Jo Campbell, a three-year veteran of
the hospital, is one of about 40 registered
nurses who joined the LPNs in their walk-out.
The RNs didn’t have to make the LPN strike
their strike, but many said they refused to turn
their backs on those they felt were being
treated unfairly.
“I couldn’t have gone in there day after day
watching my friends sit out there,” Campbell
said. People seem to think nurses are “angels of
mercy” who should get “whatever crumbs the
hospital administration has left over,” she said.

People don’t seem to realize that many of the
striking nurses are the sole supporters of their
families, she added.
Gary, who has worked for the new Com
munity Hospital since it opened in 1972 is a
good example. Until three years ago, Gary
explained, she was “eligible for food stamps. I
did get a raise then but just above poverty lev
el.”
Under last year’s contract, a full time LPN
made about $7,000 a year.
Another RN, Ardis Olsen, explained why she
decided to go out with the LPNs. First, she said
she could never cross a picket line. And, Olsen
said she realized the RNs would be facing the
same administration when they negotiated for
their own contract. With that in mind, Olsen
added, “it would have been senseless not to
support the LPNs.”
Olsen, who was almost nine months preg
nant at the time of the walkout, said she felt so
strongly about the strike and the subsequent
hospital boycott that she chose to have her
baby at home rather than cross the picket line.
Community Hospital has the only obstetrics
ward in Missoula. “I felt so strongly about the
strike that I was afraid my labor would quit” by
entering the hospital, she said. “If there had
been any complications I would have felt very
nervous having those nurses taking care of
me.”
Olsen said she thinks the nurses hired to
replace those on strike are “unqualified,”
adding that she would be surprised if any of the
strike-breaking nurses have obstetric ex
perience.
As in most strikes, there have been out
bursts of bitterness, tears and dirty tricks. Cars
packed with teenagers whiz by the picket line;
their shouts are muffled by the wind. Oc
casionally a pop bottle or two will find its way
sailing in the direction of the picket line.
In August, Dr. Robert Seim was fined $75 for
punching a male picketer in the jaw. Seim
allegedly tried to run the picketer, David Smith,
off the road with his car.
And the bitterness grows.
“Scab” sneered a striker as a blue Chevy
wizzed by the line with occupants staring
straight ahead as if the strikers did not exist.
Most are in such a hurry to get past they fail to
stop or even slow down for the stop signs at the
hospital driveways. Some of the striking nurses
claim to have seen “scabs” entering the hospital
parking lot in the trunks of their husbands’cars.
Occasionally a nervous hospital patron will
stop to apologize for having to cross the line.
And, because Community Hospital has the
only obstetric ward in town, the strikers are
sympathetic to pregnant women who must use
the hospital.
Unfortunately, the harassment does not stop
at the picket line. One striking nurse went out
to her car one morning to find that it had been

hit by a gunshot blast. Obscene and threatening
phone calls have plagued some of the nurses.
One LPN who has been particularly harassed
is Cathy Schubert. “I became very paranoid,”
Schubert confessed. “I felt like people were
following me.” Schubert thinks she may know
why.
Early in the strike, she followed a
strikebreaker in her car. The woman stopped in
a grocery store parking lot where Schubert
confronted her. Schubert doesn’t deny that she
was angry. “I’m an LPN and you’re taking my
job,” Schubert told her. She added that she
wanted this woman, who had come from outof-state to take her job, to stop and think about
what she was doing. The two talked for about
10 minutes and exchanged names.
That is when the phone calls began in the
middle of the night. And the harassment didn’t
stop with Cathy.
Later in the summer when car tires of several
scabs were slashed, her husband, Willie, was
blamed.
According to police reports, a hospital guard
reported to hospital administrator Grant Winn
that he had seen a man about 6-feet tall,
weighing aout 180 pounds near the cars.
According to testimony, Winn decided that the
description fit Willie Schubert. Willie was
arrested June 28 and charged with malicious
mischief.
The charges were dropped five weeks later
when the guard failed to choose Willie from a
photo line-up of suspects.
The Schuberts are angry about the incident
but they try not to think about it anymore. At
least they didn’t until last week when Winn
accused Cathy of spreading nails in hospital
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driveways. These charges didn’t get anywhere
either because Cathy wasn’t on the picket line
until after the incident.
Upon hearing the accusation, Cathy said she
felt like tossing in the sponge. But not now. She
said she thinks she was blamed because the
administration is trying to intimidate her to get
off the picket line. “They feel that if they can get
rid of me, other people will go with me,” she
said. Instead, “I’ve renewed my commitment to
the strike because of what Grant Winn did to
me,” she added.
Someone did spread the nails, screws or
whatever but the nurses strongly deny any
involvement. “There is a question in a lot of
people’s minds as to whether the hospital did it
to turn public sympathy against the nurses,”
Cathy said.
“If it is possible for them to arrest Willie,
anything is possible.”
Cathy said she realized the nurses can’t keep
their fight up forever,, “but neither can the
hospital.” They are losing money, she said.
“They might deny it, but we’ve seen it.”
Out of 115 beds in the hospital, the nurses
say that on the average only about 45 are
occupied. This, they say, shows that the
boycott is working.
But it’s been more than four months since the
nurses walked out and still the administration
seems unlikely to give them a break. What
keeps them going? For Cathy Schubert it’s
quite simple. “When I get my job back, I’m going
to make a point of stopping by Grant Winn’s
office and saying, ‘Hi, I’m back.’That will be my
reward for the past four months because it
certainly won’t be an economic reward. It’s just
not a matter of money anymore.”

• Cont. from p. 9.

both sides remain firm. The stalemate
continues.
The strike goes on.
the nurses hired during the strike to make
To understand the origins of the strike, it is
room for the returning strikers.
necessary'to understand the origins of the
“I hired these girls (the replacements) in
Montana Health Care Employees Association,
good faith,” Winn said. “There are no
the bargaining unit that represents the LPNs in
temporary people in here.”
contract negotiations.
And besides, Winn added, many of the RNs
In past contracts rlegotiated at Missoula
who remained in the hospital when the strike
Community Hospital, the Montana Nurses
began have told him they will walk out if he fires
Association represented both RNs and LPNs.
the replacements, or “scabs,” as the strikers
However, MNA is a professional organization
call them.
limited in membership to RNs, and although
Winn said he is willing to take the striking
the LPNs were assessed a fee for the bargaining
LPNs and the supporting RNs back into the
hospital as positions open.
services provided by the MNA, they could not
(The law requires that the hospital do at least
belong to the organization.
that much.)
The MNA contract which expired at the end
“I can’t promise any nurse her old job back,”
of last year was negotiated in 1975. The man
Winn said. “She’d have to take whatever was
chiefly responsible for successfully negotiating
available when she returned.”
that contract for the nurses was Duane
At current turnover rates, Winn said, all the
Johnson, a professional labor relations
striking nurses could be back at work in three
consultant.
or four months.
For those talks, Johnson was retained by the
This alternative is unacceptable to the
individual nurses, who paid for his services out
members of MHCEA.
“If they brought us back in one at a time,
of their own pockets after it became clear to
they’d break us one at a time,” Squires said.
them that the regular MNA bargaining
“This strike was based on some principles,”
representative was not going to be able to
MHCEA President Linda Eldredge, an RN,
negotiate a satisfactory contract.
agreed. “One of those principles was that we’d
Several nurses now say that the MNA
all stick together. That principle hasn’t
representative brought the nurses to the brink
changed, and neither have any of the other
of a strike three years ago, before Johnson
principles involved.”
came in and salvaged the situation.
Of course other issues are involved. The
Last fall, the LPNs at Community Hospital,
reinstatement issue is perhaps only the
stickiest one.
unhappy with th eir one-dim ensional
The LPNs are asking for what amounts to a
relationship with the MNA, decided to form
13.5 percent wage increase over the $4.10 per
their own bargaining unit. The LPNs were
hour median wage of all LPNs employed at the
joined in this effort by several RNs who lacked
hospital.
confidence in the MNA’s expertise in labor
They also seek some added fringe benefits,
relations.
such as:
This group, remembering the job Johnson
—An extra week’s vacation for any nurse
had done for them in 1975, went to him for
with more than 15 years of service;
advice on how to go about forming the new
—A better pension plan;
unit.
—The chance to participate in continuing
education programs to keep their skills in a
The result of these efforts was the formation
state-of-the-art level;
of the Montana Health Care Employees
—guaranteed eight-hour work days, and no
Association, which was chartered under
“split shifts.” (i.e., four hours on, four hours off,
Montana’s non-profit corporation act in
four hours on . . .)
October of last year.
And as important as any of these issues,
After the group was chartered, they retained
Squires said, is job security, “the kind of job
Johnson as a consultant and also retained
security a good contract offers.”
lawyer Richard Volinkaty as legal counsel.
The hospital’s counter-proposal is a threeAdministrator Winn, however told the
year, 45 cent per year increase in wages or
Kainun a--different version of MCHEA’s
fringe benefits. That is, the value of any extra
genesis.
fringe benefit a nurse might desire, such as a
better pension plan, is deducted from the 45
Johnson and Volinkaty, the administrator
cent per hour increase the hospital is offering.
said, got together, looked around and saw that
The LPNs argue that the administration’s
the health care employees in the state were
offer is unacceptable. They were scheduled to
“ripe for organization.”
get a seven percent cost-of-living «raise even
Johnson, Winn continued, then conceived
without a new contract, the LPNs say, so the
the MHCEA, and took the idea to the nurses at
hospital is actually offering them only about 13
Community Hospital.
cents per hour more than they would have to
Winn continued his scenario of the origin of
be paying anyway.
the MHCEA by alleging that Johnson and
Representatives for the striking LPNs and
Community Hospital have not met since July
31. The deadlock was not broken then, and

. . .

those who stayed

Deciding not to go out with the striking
nurses was by no means an easy decision. It
wasn’t just a matter of standing up for what they
believe in.
It was a matter of losing every friend they
worked with and bearing the humiliation of
being called a scab. And, it was a matter of
having to drive into the hospital parking lot past
the same group of glaring eyes that used to
greet them warmly each day at the beginning of
their shifts.
For Jan Wickman, one of two licensed
practical nurses who walked out, then later
returned to their jobs, being called a scab
wasn't easy to take. At first, “I didn’t know how
to react,” Wickman said. But now she is used to
it and it doesn’t really bother her too much
anymore. People can call you whatever they
want, but “you know what you are,” she said.
Wickman walked out the first week of the
strike. “I picketed three days and hated every
minute of it. I was totally confused” as to what
was going on and whether the strike was worth
it, she said. A lot of questions came to her mind,
but Duane Johnson, the negotiator for the
LPNs, wasn’t around to answer them, she said.
When her husband called the strike head
quarters for information and refused to identify
himself, the person on the other end was
belligerent, Wickman said. And he could hear
women swearing and carrying on in the
background.
But when he called Grant Winn, the hospital
administrator, and refused to identify himself,
Winn was very helpful. He provided informa
tion and advised “us to do what we wanted to
do,” Wickman said.
“After that I went to church and just prayed
about it.” Later, she became convinced that

Jan Wickman
Johnson was not concerned about the nurses
individually. And, she continued, he only want
ed to hear bad things about the management.
“That discouraged me and I went back in,”
Wickman said.
“I couldn’t stand out there on the picket line
day after day after day without moral support—
and I couldn't get that from Duane Johnson,”
Wickman said.
According to Wickman, Johnson said that if
anyone was to walk back in he would never
speak to them again. And he advised the nurses
to do the same,” she added.
“I’ve lost every friend I’ve had that I worked
with before. But then again, I’ve made a lot of
new friends,” she said, referring to the strike
breakers hired since the walk out. “Sometimes I
forget I was gone,” Wickman said.
But there were reasons for staying besides
the apparent lack of communication. Morally,
many of them feel nurses should be more
concerned with the welfare of their patients
than with their own economics.
And then there were the differences of
opinion over negotiating techniques.
Betsy Weber, a registered nurse who chose
to stay from the beginning, was “really
disappointed” in the way the LPNs handled
their negotiations. It was the “let’s go out and
get ’em” attitude that turned her off. ‘It was like
they were really trying to get themselves into a
strike situation,” Weber said. They should have
negotiated up until the last minute, she added.
But “personalities are what decided it for
me,” Weber continued. She said some of the

Genie Weber
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Volinkaty envisaged establishing MHCEA
units all over the state. But, Winn said, the two
realized that in order to “sell” the association to
other health care employees, they would have
to demonstrate that it could deliver—big.
So Johnson and Volinkaty decided to
“squeeze” Community Hospital for a big
contract, Winn said. With a first lucrative
contract to fly as a banner, the MHCEA could
entice health care employees from around the
state to join up, Winn said.
And with dues-paying members from around
the state to swell the association coffers, the
adm inistrator continued, Johnson and
Volinkaty “could become very rich men,”

presumably by paying themselves whatever
salaries they desired.
(It must be mentioned here that the two
cannot pay themselves salaries, as they are not
officers or directors of MHCEA, but are
employed only in the capacity of consultants.
They serve at the whim and pleasure of the
MHCEA board of directors.)
Winn continued his version of the rise of
MHCEA by saying that the grandiose plans of
Johnson and Volinkaty “backfired” when they
pushed too hard, demanded too much, and so
forced the strike.
Now, Winn concluded, health care
employees don’t want anything to do with the

MHCEA, and he points to the vote at St.
Patrick Hospital as an example.
(Not long after the Community Hospital
strike began, the LPNs and other employees at
St. Patrick rejected MHCEA as their
bargaining agent. MHCEA does, however,
represent medical technologists at that
hospital.)
Johnson dismissed the Winn scenario as
“nonsense.”
“Winn is really out of his ass,” Johnson said.
“I have no desire to be a labor boss. I’m a
professional labor relations consultant. The
nurses came to me. for advice about how to
form the unit and I gave it to them. Now, they
retain me to represent them in contract
negotiations.”
The Winn scenario and the Johnson rebuttal
get ahead of the story, though.
After MHCEA was chartered, it petitioned
the National Labor Relations Board to conduct

those
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That vote was tied, 34-34, with three ballots
challenged. After months of appeals, two of the
challenged votes were allowed to go into the
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nurses she worked with before the strike
“didn’t use good judgment” in their work.
. “I’m just really excited about the staff we
have now. All are really hard working,” Weber
said. Many of them are inexperienced com
pared to those out on strike, but they’ve been
here four months now and they are getting very
good, she added.
Genie Weber, another RN who stayed,
agreed. “We’ve got a great bunch of girls in
there,” she said. “I trust everyone of them.
They work harder. It’s good to see the patients
not having on their lights all the time.”
For Genie staying on was a matter of
survival. Genie is the major supporter of her
family. She is putting her husband through
school and has one child with another on the
way. She said she couldn’t have asked her
husband to quit school and go to work while she
sat on a picket line.
“Even if the RNs had decided to go out in
mass, I don’t think I could have,” Genie said. “I
would have had guilty feelings about leaving my
patients.” And, she said, “I have no gripes on
working conditions here.”
Inside the hospital, everything is going well,
the working nurses say. According to Betsy,
“the nurses have dismissed the whole thing and
are just going on. I don’t think anyone in the
hospital cares that much what they (the
strikers) are doing out there.” And the census
of the hospital is “probably at least what it was
before the strike,” she said..
Wickman agreed, but admitted that “you can

$

an election at Community Hospital, which
would give the nurses the chance to vote to
appoint the collective bargaining agent of their
choice.
Virtually all of the 54 LPNs and 70 percent of
the RNs employed at Community Hospital
signed cards supporting the call for the vote.
On Dec. 22 of last year, two elections were
held.
In one, the LPNs voted overwhelmingly to
appoint MHCEA as their bargaining agent.
In the other, the RNs were asked to choose
from among three options: to retain MNA as
their agent, to elect MHCEA to that position, or
to choose “no agent.”

see that they (the strike-breaking nurses) are
nervous.”
Maybe it’s the harassment or maybe it’s the
principle of strike-breaking that makes them
nervous, but evidently it is not the fear of losing
their jobs. Betsy, for one, would not lose her job
if all the strking nurses were reinstated
because she worked at the hospital before the
strike. And, she doesn’t think reinstatement is
likely. “I don’t feel threatened that the LPNs will
come back,” she said. “Essentially, I think’s it
over, The strikers will probably fade away.”
What if she is wrong and the nurses are
reinstated? “I really don’t think I’d want to
stay,” Betsy said. Others agree that things
would be tense—in fact very tense. But the
problems would have to be worked out.
Everyone is tired of the strike and the way it
has disrupted people’s lives. Betsy has had her
fill of phone calls coming in the middle of the
night. Whoever is making the calls just hangs up
in her ear. “It’s just really maddening,” she said.
One of Wickman’s car tires was slashed in
the hospital parking lot. Now she says she is
paranoid every night when she gets off work
and heads for her car for fear of discovering that
it again has been sabotaged.
The nurses “inside” seem to have faith in
their administration. The money that Johnson
was asking for in the initial demands “was nice
to go home and dream about,” Wickman said.
But, she added, it was unrealistic. “I know Mr.
Winn wants to give us everything he can. He’s
just a very open and honest man,” she said.
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MNA column, so MNA again is the official agent
“and in that regard I’ve got a pretty good track
record.”
representing all the RNs in contract
negotiations at Community Hospital.
Johnson said he has negotiated more than
This means MNA can now begin work on a
100 contracts, from both sides of the fence, and
new contract for the RNs, who have been
only two of those negotiations led to strikes.
working without one since January.
W inn.— remember the scenario — does not
In the m eantim e, MHCEA began
think Johnson has served the nurses’ best
negotiations with the hospital in January for the
interests. “We’d have never had a strike if
new LPN contract.
• they’d started from a reasonable position,”
Among other things, original MHCEA
Winn said.
proposal called for a $6 per hour starting wage
“Those people are greedy. They refuse to
for LPNs and a 218 percent increase in fringe
accept economic fact. We cannot pay them
benefits.
what they demand.”
“Even Duane Johnson admits these
“Reynolds was right,” the administrator said,
demands were excessive,” administrator Winn
referring to an Aug. 14 editorial in the
said.
Missoulian by editorial page editor Sam
“Excessive, but not unreasonable, or uncom
Reynolds. “Those people were misinformed,
mon in preliminary contract negotiations,”
misled — and Duane Johnson can take the
Johnson said. He said that bargaining talks
credit.”
always begin with the two parties poles apart.
“Winn has tried to paint me black, to stick
Through negotiations, he said, the two sides
this strike on my back,” Johnson said, “but that
move toward each other.
does not change the facts.”
But the hospital was not in a negotiating
mood, Johnson said. The MHCEA pared down
“Those people are greedy. They
the demands from their first proposal, but still
refuse to accept economic fact.
made no headway with the hospital.
We cannot pay them what they
In April, a federal mediator was brought in,
but was unable to get the ball rolling. The talks
demand.
stagnated.
The hospital, Johnson said, did not make its
The facts, as many of the LPNs see them, are
first wage proposal until about a week before
that the hospital forced the strike in order to
the strike. That was the 45 cent per hour offer
break MHCEA and to intimidate other health
that the hospital still stands by.
care employees in the state that might be
It was not an offer that the LPNs could not
thinking of organizing. None of the LPNs
refuse, and they voted to go out on strike at the
Kaimin reporters talked to believe the hospital
end of May unless the administration could
ever negotiated in good faith.
come up with something better.
The last thing the hospitals in this state want
But that was it, and the strike was on.
is a strong union of people whose skills have
Johnson said he did not counsel the strike.
traditionally been exploited, the LPNs say. So,
they continue, Community Hospital is deter
A federal mediator was brought mined to break this movement here and now, L auretta and Rebekah G ary
in, but was unable to get the and the other hospitals in the state support strike started, that Community Hospital is
what they are trying to do.
managed by an out-of-state firm, A. E. Brim and
ball rolling.
“What they did not count on was that we
Associates, of Portland. Brim specializes in
could hold out for so tong,” Squires said. “But
hospital management, and manages several
“As a professional, that’s not my job,” he
we’re proving to be a very tough nut to crack.”
hospitals in the northwest.
said. “My responsibility is to tell my client what
Several issues that emerged during the
Brim’s presence at the hospital has raised
its options are. In this case, I simply said they
summer, issues not directly related to the
questions about who really determines policy at
had the choice of either accepting a contract
contract negotiations, have dominated the
Community Hospital.
that was poor, or of going out and trying to
news about this strike.
Winn, who is actually paid by Brim, insists
force the issue.
First, although it was never any secret,
that the hospital’s board of directors sets
“My job is to prevent strikes,” Johnson said,
neither was it ever a “public issue” until the
policy. “Every time I spend more than $250 I

The University Center Foodservice cordially
invites students, faculty, staff and friends of the
University to attend our
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have to get the board’s approval,” Winn said.
‘T h e board is insulted by insinuations that it
is not in charge here,” he added.
But Duane Johnson said the board, which is
composed of local people, by necessity must
rely on and trust the advice of the management
firm it retains.
The makeup of the board itself has become
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Grant Winn
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“I agree that the LPNs are underpaid,” Grant
Winn, Missoula Community Hospital administator, told the Montana Kaimin last week.
“The board and I are sympathetic with people’s
need for more money.”
But, he added, he sees the low wages as an
industry-wide problem, and not one to be
solved single-handedly by Community
Hospital.
Winn has been in the health care business for
20 years. He got his start in the field as a navy
corpsman, and has worked as an X-ray

technician and an electrocardiogram techni
cian.
He has a bachelor’s degree in microbiology
and did graduate work in immunology. Before
becoming administrator at Community
Hospital, Winn was administrator at Clark Fork
Valley Hospital for five years.
“I am not out to break the Montana Health
Care Employees Association,” Winn said. “I
think unions make an important contribution to
this society. They’ve done a lot for the working
man.
“I’ve been a union man myself, you know.”

■= >
an issue. Even the Missoulian, which editorially
declared the strike foolish, declared that the
hospital’s board of directors suffer from a case
of “distinctly blue blood.”
During the summer, strike supporters
discovered that in the hospital bylaws every
individual financial contributor to the hospital
was allowed one vote in election of board
members. According to the bylaws, the $1
million donor and the $1 donor each had a
single vote.
Inevitably, a community-based grass-roots
group began to solicit $1 contributions from the
pro-strike segment of the public, hoping to
garner enough votes to elect a few members to
the board who are sympathetic with the strike.
(Seven of the 21 board positions are up for
election on Oct. 26).
Also inevitably, the board acted quickly to
knock the wind out of the sails of the
movement. The board simply changed the
bylaws. Under the new rules, money talks.
Now, each single dollar contributed is worth
one single vote.
The strike supporters have not given up the
drive for votes, but realistically, they will
probably not control more than a few thousand
votes out of the perhaps 1.5 million votes that
could potentially be cast under the new rules.
The area where the strike has been most
effective in applying pressure on the hospital is
in the boycott effort.
Virtually all the labor unions in Missoula
openly support the strike, and many union
members will not cross the picket line to be
treated at the hospital.
The Democratic Women of Montana passed
a resolution at their convention this summer
supporting the strike. The Missoula City
Council went on record calling for the hospital
to reinstate the nurses.
There is no question but that the boycott

effort is making itself felt inside Community
Hospital. According to Winn, the census —
that is, the number of occupied beds in the
hospital — is down “five or ten percent.” That
means that there are probably around 50
patients in the hospital at any one time.
Winn admitted that that figure represents
something very close to the break-even point
for the hospital, financially.
The striking LPNs say there are even fewer
patients in the hospital than Winn claims.
“In the fall that hospital census should be in
the 60s and 70s,” Nurse Squires said. “We
have good information that they are running in
the 30s and 40s.”
Be sure of these things: the hospital is
hurting, the nurses who have been out, without
income and without the work they are
dedicated to, for four months are hurting, and
Missoula is hurting, being divided by a strike
that should be settled.
“The way out of this thing is to sit down and
settle it,” negotiator Johnson told the Kaimin.
“I’ve made it clear to the federal mediator that
upon his call I’m ready to talk, any time,
anywhere.
“As I see it, there are only two alternatives to
a settlement. Either the MHCEA is busted,
scattered to the winds, never to be heard from
again, or Community Hospital goes broke.
Neither alternative is acceptable to me.
“Doesn’t Grant Winn see that even if he
breaks the strike, a lot of people will never go to
Community Hospital again? The boycott might
never end.
What Grant Winn might see as the end of
his troubles, might be just the beginning.”
The end is still somewhere down the road,
though. The striking nurses are not ready to
.cash in their chips just yet.
At their last meeting, one nurse informed the
group that a local department store was having
a big sale on winter boots. They feel like they’ve
been through too much to start getting cold feet
now.
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C o m m u n ity s trik e g ets c o m m u n ity s u p p o rt 1
by SUSAN WENGER
M ontana Kaim ln Senior Editor

In the last few weeks you may have noticed
white bumper stickers on cars and green signs
in front of houses saying, “We Boycott
Community Hospital.” Some of the cars and
homes supporting these signs belong to striking
nurses. Most belong to people around town
who had no direct connection with the nurses,
but came to sympathize with them.
John Lawry, chairman of the University of
Montana phibsophy department, is one who
has supported the strikers from the beginning.
He has picketed with them, canvassed for them
and written letters to newspapers asking others
to help.
Why? Lawry is a union man. He has been a
.member of the American Federation of
Teachers, the current bargaining agent for UM
faculty, since he came here 17 years ago.
Lawry is also on the executive council of the
Missoula County Trades and Labor Council,
the local AFL-CIO headquarters, so he heard
about the strike right away. He says the striking
nurses organizatbn, the Montana Health Care
Employees Association, hasn’t yet joined the
AFL-CIO, but that hasn’t made any difference
in the support the council has given the strikers.
He points out that the council recently gave the
nurses money to pay the rent on their strike
headquarters, but adds that the council’s main
involvement has been in helping the nurses
picket the hospital.

Lawry says canvassing neighborhoods to
drum up community support has been
enlightening. In “middle class” areas where
mostly “middle-aged” people are living, he says,
most people simply don’t like “the idea of
nurses striking.
“They thought it was scandalous what they
were being paid, once I told them,” he says,
“but feel if they were paid more it would
contribute to the inflationary spiral. I guess they
feel the nurses are at the bottom, but that’s too
bad.”
Lawry has also canvassed in "student”
areas—“the Montagne and around”—and
found “an almost 100 percent positive
response.
“One night I was given $30 and I know they
didn’t have it to give away.”

afternoon shift at the Bonner mill. In recent
weeks he has been organizing a drive for
proxies, the authorization to vote shareholders’
stock, to elect people to the Community
Hospital board who are sympathetic to the
strike.
“We’re getting them slowly,” he says, then
points out that corporations like Champion
International own 140,000 shares or more each
in the hospital.
Still, he says, “I think we’ll get someone

elected. A lot of nurses gave a lot of money to
the hospital—it was taken out of their paychecks—so well get a lot of that.”
“The problem,” Whiston said, “is the whole
board of directors and their business bias.”
The hospital management tells nurses they
are professionals and should act like
professionals, he explains.
“The whole professional thing—it’s just been
used by doctors to keep them down. . . .It’s a
class struggle. It really is.”

“The young people were very generous,”
Lawry says. “The middle-aged seemed to want
to be. They agreed the nurses were badly used,
but felt it was a matter of dog-eat-dog. Not one
of them mentioned how much the doctors
made.
‘T h e nurses,” he adds, are “convinced the
Mormons are behind this—and A.E. Brim is
Mormon— but that may be just a little paranoia
on their part. They know if they were men they
wouldn’t be treated this way and I think that’s
true.”
John Whiston is a member of the Lumber
and Sawmill Workers Union and works the
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